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2018 Calendar of topics and meetings 
 
2018 Day1 Workshop Day2 Set subject 
Jan all Daily challenge on Facebook   
Jan Sunday 21 Camera basics 24-31 “A day in the life of Auckland” 
Feb Tuesday 6 Waitangi Day shootout 19 Glass 
Mar 5 Printing your photos 19 2 colours  
Apr Thursday 5 Photography education 16 Simplicity 
May Sunday 6 Perspective (postponed) 21 Culture, ethnicity 
Jun  Thursday 7 NZ Herald photography 

(postponed to Aug 6) 
18 Sport and recreation 

July Sunday 8 Lighting 16 Perspective 
Aug 6 Photojournalism 20 People Portraits 
Sep 3 Displaying your work; matting 17 Street photography 
Oct 1 Guest speaker(s) and discussion 15 Manukau salon 
Nov   19 Annual portfolio  
Dec tba Xmas function   

Green = tutorial, guest speaker (external or internal) and/or discussion (at clubrooms) 
Blue = set subject for critique evening (at clubrooms) 
Brown = on location 

 

Member Ramblings 
Rainy day musings (by Brenda Lupton) 
 
I am sitting at my table preparing this newsletter for you and the weather outside is cold 
and miserable. I am lamenting the beautiful clear sunny day we had yesterday that would 
have been great to get out and do some photography for this month’s challenge on 
“Perspective”. 
 
But it is usually these days that also get me to think outside the square and to look at 
some new indoor challenges I can tackle for my own photographic journey. These are the 
times that Mr Google becomes my best friend, where I hunt out idea’s, watch Youtube 
videos and wonder how I can go about giving these challenges a go.  It has seen me 
smoking out the garage with incense, stripping old picture frames of their glass to 
photograph oil and water over brightly coloured papers and creating many pools of water 
to try and capture that perfect water drop. 
 
It is also a good time to look at some of your old images, have a play with some new or 
current software and re-process an image into something new. You can also collate your 
favourite images into a hardback book. With so many images taken in the digital format, 
we often forget some of the ones that have been our personal successes. Why not 
celebrate these images in a book, there are plenty of inexpensive printing options to be 
found. 
 
But by the same token, the rain doesn’t need to keep your photography indoors. There 
are many new ways to see the things around us, reflections in puddles, water drops on 
flowers and leaves, car lights on roads, rain in the streetlights, or just the rain itself, how 
if falls, capturing the sharpness of individual drops or the blur of motion. 
 
Of course, common sense is always a must, dress for the weather and ensure you keep 
your camera gear safe from the weather. 
 
Happy shooting. 
 
Brenda Lupton 
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Inspiration, Education and Planning (by Aston Moss) 
  
I’m mindful that as this newsletter goes to print (well, to cyberspace actually) that the 
Auckland Festival of Photography has just finished and the World Press Photography 
exhibition is open at the top of the Smith & Caughey building in Auckland, through until 
the 29th July. I know a number of people got out and around the festival and hopefully 
soaked up some inspiration from the range of stunning works in different locations. 
 
It was great to visit Hum Salon and see Ida Larsson’s beautiful fine art portraits. 
Breathtaking and a great example of fashion and portraiture. I missed many of the 
exhibits despite sometimes making the journey only to find I’d misjudged opening times! 
Hopefully those exhibitions that member got to provided a little inspiration for what may 
come next in your photographic journeys. 
 
I’m looking forward to viewing the World Press Photography exhibition in the next couple 
of weeks. I always come away from this with mixed emotions given the high quality of 
the images but the alarming and heartbreaking images drawn from around the globe. It 
makes me ask myself: What am I capturing that tells a story? A single image can truly 
make a difference or reveal a story. I often recall Burhan Ozbilici's image from last year 
which showed the aftermath of the assassination of Russian Ambassador Andrey Karlov 
in Ankara, Turkey. I can't imagine even raising a camera after witnessing such an event. 
Wow. 
 
In terms of education, I just wondered whether members had thought about what else 
they could go to indulge their learning. We’ve got a bunch of talented photographers and 
image makers with so many different interests and styles. Most if not all are only too 
happy to share their thoughts and skills so if there is a particular thing that grabs your 
attention, why not reach out to the person and see what you could do to learn a little 
more? Don't forget that the Library service has a vast array of books and inter-library 
loans are free if a particular book isn't in stock at your local branch. Also look for the 
digital editions of magazines or the print copies through the service. 
  
Our guest judges are often a great source of learning. I was fascinated by Simon Watts’ 
presentation last month interspersed with his critiquing of the various images. Some 
truly great images. Love the ones Greg took at the World Masters Games, especially the 
split second timing that captured the archer with his arrow just taken flight. Epic. Some 
good insights gleaned on both technique and gear. The most powerful sentiment of the 
evening for me being the more you watch a particular sport, the more in tune with its 
nuances you become and that's part of the alchemy that leads to the great shots. I'm 
looking forward to getting some time to take some photos in the next few weeks after a 
busy few months and very little time invested in my photography. 
  
And finally, the concept of planning. Later this month we have a lunar eclipse - according 
to the websites I consulted: The maximum is at 7.22am on Saturday 28th July if viewed 
in Auckland. 

"This is the moment when the eclipse reaches its greatest magnitude while the entire 
Moon is above the horizon in Auckland. The true maximum point of this eclipse cannot 
be seen in Auckland because the Moon is below the horizon at that time. 

Since the Moon is near the horizon at this time, we recommend going to a high point or 
finding an unobstructed area with free sight to West-southwest for the best view of the 
eclipse." 
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So, maybe not the most ideal eclipse to look to capture but why not plan ahead to this 
or other events that might stretch your skills: Stellar at Smales Farm from July 13 - 
15, Matariki - The Light Within at Auckland Museum on July 12th. What else? 

 
Happy shooting! 

Aston Moss 

Recent events 
 
Monday 18th June – Sport and recreation 
We were honoured to have Simon Watts as our judge for this critique evening. Simon is 
one of New Zealand’s most respected and awarded sports photographers. He has won 
the TP McLean Sports Journalism Award in 2013, 2014 and 2016, and won the 2012 
Canon Media Award for sports photo of the year. He is an official photographer for a 
number of NZ sports entities, schools and corporate entities. 
 
He brought his professional eye to our images – and was quite tough at times but very 
constructive in his comments, so I hope you took something away to apply to your next 
lot of images. His gear was quite impressive – and quite an investment it seems! 
 
You can view some of his work at https://bwmedia.photoshelter.com/gallery-list  

Upcoming events 
 
Sunday 8th July – Lighting tutorial 
This will be a studio tutorial at our clubrooms at 7pm, and led by the very capable and 
vivacious Ida Larsson of White Lynx Photography. A notice has already gone out and 
several RSVPs already received, but if there are any last minute registrations please 
contact the President (Greg) on erccpresidentnz@gmail.com to confirm your place by 
this Friday 6th. There is a modest $15 fee to attend this event, payable in advance to our 
club account. 
 
Monday 16th July – Perspective critique evening 
We are pleased to have Marc McFadyan critique our images on this occasion. I met 
Marc at Studio541 in Mt Eden while visiting an AFP exhibition, where he had some 
images on display. Marc connects to the photographic community based at that studio, 
inspiring each other and planning their work. You can view more at: 
http://marcmcfadyen.com 
 
Perspective in photography can be defined as the sense of depth or spatial 
relationships between objects in the photo, along with their dimensions with respect to 
the viewpoint (camera lens or the viewer). 
 
As Brenda suggested above, google the subject to find inspiration and get out there with 
a friend to challenge each other and try all sorts of options. I’ve seen reference to 
playing with near versus far objects, or taking photos from different angles (e.g. high or 
low). 
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Monday 6th August – photojournalism tutorial  (t.b.c.) 
I’m awaiting confirmation from John Sefton (NZ Herald photo editor, retired and Brett 
Phibbs, current Herald photographer) for them to share his career experience on ways 
and means to create great “photojournalism” images. John judged for us before and he 
brings a very no-nonsense and practical approach to what makes a powerful image in 
this genre. 
 

Monday 20th August – people portraits 
A UK-raised Formula 1 automotive engineer who has transformed into a self-taught 
professional photographer after moving to NZ in the naughties, Lee Howell will 
adjudicate on our “people portrait” images.  
 
Lee is vice president of the Advertising & Illustrative Photographers Association (AIPA) 
and a qualified member of the New Zealand Institute of Professional Photographers 
(NZIPP), and was New Zealand’s Motorsport Photographer of the year 2008 & 2011. 
 
You can view his work at https://www.leehowell.com/ 
 
Monday 17th September – street photography 
Janet Munnings will be our judge for this evening. Janet is wanting to gain 
accreditation as a PSNZ judge and we are happy to oblige her! Janet has been doing 
photography for about 8 years and attained her Licentiate from The Royal Photographic 
Society in the UK and PSNZ about 2 years ago. She has attended many workshops 
including those from Sally Mason, Freeman Patterson and Jack & Mike Langford. Her own 
interests lie in action, macro, people and street photography. 
 

Auckland Festival of Photography 
 
Our exhibition “Living in Auckland” displayed at Epsom Community Library, has now 
closed. Steve Harper has collected all of the images and will bring them to our July 16th 
meeting for distribution to club members. 
 
If you require your image before this time, please contact Steve directly by email:  
sharper.nz10@gmail.com to arrange collection. 
 

Website 
 

Our club website continues to be updated on a regular basis. Please visit it – 
www.edenroskillcameraclub.com. All feedback welcome. REMINDER. There is a member’s 
gallery which I recommend you visit – if you would prefer a different shot for your profile, 
just let me know. Also you are welcome to provide a short statement about yourself and a 
link to your own website (if you have one).  Just send any material you wish   to have 
loaded to me and I’ll update the profile for you. 
(Ed. – Brenda Lupton) 
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Awards 
Congratulations to Pat Norton who has been awarded enough Judge 
Awarded points to move to Advanced Category. 

 

 

 

HONOURS GALLERY – Sports and Recreation (June 2018) 
 

 
© Greg Pringle (BEST DIGITAL) 

 

 
                            © Greg Pringle  
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© Chris Molesen 

 
© Aston Moss 
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COURSES, EXHIBITIONS, & EVENTS  
 
World Press Photo The World Press Photo Exhibition is the most 

prestigious exhibition of international current 
affairs 
30th June – 29th July 2018 
Smith and Caughey’s 
253-261 Queen Street 
Auckland 
 

Mythical: Simon Devitt Prize 
for  Photography 2018 

Gus Fisher Gallery 
74 Shortland Street 
Auckland CBD 

 

COMPETITIONS 
PSNZ / Canon Online Award 
Bi-monthly competition open to 
PSNZ or club members 

Images are to be sent bi-monthly by the end of 
February, April, June, August, October and 
December. 

Full details available from the PSNZ website: 
https://photography.org.nz/salons/canon-online/ 

Auckland Club Shootout 
 
 
 

Coming again in August this year and 
organised this year by the Howick Camera 
Club. 
 
We require a team of 6 people from all levels 
within the club to take up the challenge to 
shoot images based on themes advised the 
night before the official week of image 
capturing begins. 
 
This is a lot of fun and can challenge your 
interpretations and ideas for the theme. 
Each team member must have an image 
submitted. 
Details to be advised soon. 
 

Friends of the Botanic 
Gardens Inc Photographic 
Competition 
 

Use photography to demonstrate what you love 
about the Auckland Botanic Gardens. Photos 
can include flowers, plants, trees or foliage 
{close-up or a wider perspective}, landscapes, 
sculptures and people and/or creatures 
enjoying the Gardens.  
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Entries are open now until 23 September 2018. 
Winners will be announced and the prizegiving 
will be held at 2pm on 28 October 2018.  
 
Entry is Free 
 
Full details available from the PSNZ website 
https://www.friendsabg.co.nz/images/Photogra
phic-Competition/General-Information.pdf 
 

 

WEBSITES & OTHER RESOURCES 
Don’t forget to visit the PSNZ site regularly. As a member of Eden Roskill we are all affiliated 
and can access the resources available: www.photography.org.nz.  

ERCC members may be interested to know that we have a group on Facebook as well…..…  
If you are interested and already registered with Facebook, just contact the ERCC Secretary 
and we will send you an invitation to join the ERCC Group. Members are using the group to 
share and critique each other’s images in between meetings. Feel free to join in. 
www.facebook.com 
 
 

SCOREBOARD – Scores June 2018 
 

Name 2018 Grade PI PI 
Hons 

B&W 
Print

s 

Col 
Print

s 

Print 
Hons 

Total 
print 

Points 

Total 
Hons 

Overall 
total 

points 
Bigham Advanced 30 1 0 0 0 0 0 30 
Collier Advanced 0 0 0 17 1 17 1 17 
Friend Salon 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
Harper Salon 20 0 9 116 5 125 5 125 
Howard Beginner 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 
Havord Beginner 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 41 
Lupton Advanced 121 3 0 0 0 0 3 121 
Mahoney Advanced 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
Moselen Salon 131 2 0 0 0 0 2 131 
Moss Salon 131 8 0 0 0 0 8 131 
Norton, P Advanced 7 0 0 114 2 114 2 121 
Norton, T Advanced 31 2 0 84 2 84 4 115 
Pringle Salon 133 6 0 0 0 0 6 133 
Ross Salon 117 2 0 0 0 0 2 117 
Silk Salon 59 3 0 23 0 23 3 82 
Young Advanced 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
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CLUB SPONSORS 
 

 

CLUB DISCOUNTS 
 PSNZ Club Members Loyalty 
Program: We are thrilled to offer all 
our PSNZ affiliated club 
customers the automatic membership 
of our loyalty program. What does 
this mean? Put simply, PSNZ 
members will receive every 
10th standard 40x50 print and matte 
image absolutely FREE. 

 

How to Submit Digital Images:  
 
Images must be e-mailed to the digital convenor: erccphotos@gmail.com as 
prescribed by the digital convenor for each competition night.   
Images must be e-mailed in the following format: JPEG, maximum 1620 pixels 
along longest side. The image filename must be in the following format:  
[GRADE/SUBJECT CODE]_[IMAGE TITLE]_[MEMBER NUMBER]  
Where Grade/Subject is one of the following:  
01 Beginner Set Subject  
02 Beginner Open Subject  
03 Advanced Set Subject  
04 Advanced Open Subject  
05 Salon Set Subject  
06 Salon Open Subject  
07 Non-Graded Competition (i.e. Manukau Salon)  

e.g. if you were entering an image into set subject as a beginner member you would 
name it as follows: 01_Black Sky At Night_21  

The e-mail subject header should read: ERCC Digital Competition - [Month+Year]  

● The following information must also accompany your e-mailed digital file:  
● Titles for your images, e.g. Image One = "Black Sky at Night",  
● Refusal for ERCC to show honours images on the ERCC Website, otherwise approval 

is assumed.  
● Digitally enhanced images are acceptable provided that they originate from a 

photograph taken by the author and the enhancements are undertaken by the 
author. 
 


